
LITERARY EDITING SERVICES

Get a better manuscript with top-quality book editing services.

Language â€” Many freelance online editors work internationally. There are several things to consider when
choosing book editors: Recommendations â€” Is this person recommended by someone you know or other
writers who have worked with her? I'll share my thoughts on your idea and its chances. Grammar rules and
recommendations vary by style guide. Here are a few other methods you can use to the find an editor who fits
your writing style: Word of mouth. No worries. You can get a free quote here. How do we know that they are
worth the price as compared to the other editors out there? Some readers even gushed over them in their
reviews. The turnaround was unexpectedly fast and I got incredible value for my money. Even though the
writing may benefit from heavier line editing, that is not part of this editing assessment. So, make sure they are
good with whatever writing programs you want to use. They have tremendous cover artists. See for yourself
how book editing works Send us a portion of your manuscript. How do you reconcile the two? My work
directly with writers had always been my favorite part of agenting, and so it wasn't a tough decision to make.
There are way too many to feature without overloading this page, so if you want to continue browsing, you
can see more here. Upload Documents Please enter the word count of your documents: Include footnotes and
endnotes if you want us to review them. Did they do a good job? I will review up to ten pages of material in
preparation for our call. Everything a literary agent wants to see in a submission, and we'll really make it
shine. I always loved that word. I have ten years of publishing experience to bring to our work together, and
perspectives on several facets of the industry. Two gold. When I found out she was offering a critique service,
I had to try it. I also appreciated his patience and friendliness.


